Recall of previous experience is an important part of the everyday understanding and problem solving people do. In this project, we investigated some of the ways in which previous experience is remembered and stored. Our investigations led us to the conclusion that experience plays two important roles in reasoning: (1) it contributes to generalization and incremental learning and (2) it provides exemplars to aid in later understanding and problem solving. Four experience-related processes that enable these functions are (1) similarity-triggered generalization, (2) failure-triggered explanation, (3) similarity-triggered analogical transfer and (4) experience-driven plan evaluation. Two experimental computer programs begin to implement these processes and the underlying episodic memory structure required to support the use of experience in reasoning. The MEDIATOR recalls previous experience to resolve common-sense disputes, and SHRINK uses previous cases to reason about psychiatric diagnosis. The framework we propose, along with the programs we use to test it, provide a foundation for the creation of computer problem solving and understanding systems which can learn from and improve based on experience. They also provide a better understanding of the remembering and learning people do as a result of experience.
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